When it comes to traveling abroad, they say that the best way to truly know about something is to experience it. From my visit to Denmark I gained a deeper understanding of Danish culture and left with a thirst for more because of the hospitality I received from my host families and involvement in their daily life.
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Jacob Sosa, Denmark study abroad participant with his Danish host dad.

Learn about renewable energy in Denmark—a world leader in the field! Participants will spend 15 days in June 2013 touring sustainable energy sites, factories and green houses across the country. Another highlight of the program is a homestay with a host family, giving students the opportunity to experience authentic Danish culture and build lasting friendships. The trip concludes with a day to explore Denmark’s capital, Copenhagen.

At a glance:
- Visit renewable energy facilities.
- Take a tour of a sustainable village.
- Observe at the Danish Technological Institute.
- Experience local culture through a homestay opportunity.

Scholarships available!

Dates: June 2013, specific dates TBD
Cost: TBD
Course: IDS 2200 Energy Issues, 3 credits
Program enrollment starts in January 2013.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Stella Munday
(CIE study abroad advisor)
Email: smunday@hccfl.edu
Phone: 813-253-7354

Stop by the Center for International Education (DSSC 322) to learn more about study abroad opportunities at HCC!